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THE HUBERT HARRISON CLUB 

 

to Jeffrey B. Perry 

 

 

I can see Jim Crow has got you today, 

Tangled in delirium. 

Come with me my friend, 

To a place of enchantment; 

Come with me to the lyceum. 

 

I go to listen, 

There is so much to learn. 

A giver of respite, 

When my head feels to burn. 

 

Come with me to the lyceum. 

 

Over there on Fifty-Third St, 

At the church of St. Benedicts. 

It's open to all,  

Women and young people, 

And those with walking stick. 

 

I go to listen, 

Enthralled by the debate. 

Offering of solace, 

When battered by hate. 

 

Come with me to the lyceum. 

 

 

Maria:       A beautiful song. (with added accolades, from the others) I know I've said it before, but  

                   that has got everything in it– pathos and positivity; lovely melody – and that  

                   invitational refrain. A real gem. An opening winner for sure.  

 

Richard:   Thank you Maria. 

 

Maria:       I think people will definitely want to hear that again. So please, repeat it if you wish. In  

                   fact, all the songs have got an infectious quality to them – so please, sing them over  

                   again. 

 

Ida:            I love that line – ''tangled in delirium''. 

 

Richard:    Bless you Sis. Sometimes, I think Jim Crow must have been like that - seemed like  

                   traffic lights; red, amber and green, all going off at the same time – not knowing when  

                   and where to go. 
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Maria:       Yes Richard - like a lingering labyrinth.......O.K then. If we're still agreed from last  

                   week, we really should start thinking of that, as the opening piece. It's a great  

                   introduction to the Hubert Harrison mission. It could be preceded by a few words about  

                   the naming of the church; the Black saint, born of enslaved Africans, known for his  

                   charitable works. Linking Hubert Harrison with him; for in giving his knowledge for  

                   free, he continued that tradition of community assistance, that Benedict the Moor was  

                   celebrated for. I'm beginning to get excited! After four months, we're the smallest of the  

                   community clubs, that use this centre - but with this tribute night, we should increase it's  

                   membership, as well as sharing knowledge of our hero. 

 

Charlotta: It makes sense to begin with the lyceums; to demonstrate their importance, as channels  

                   of learning. For that's where his learning continued – and his teaching began. Also, it  

                   shows the then centrality of  the church to the Black community; when we think that     

                   the other lyceum that he was associated with, was also held in a church – St. Mark's, off   

                   Eighth Avenue. The lyceums deserve to be commemorated, as they were Community  

                   Education at it's best. 

 

Ida:            Amen! (smiles and nodded agreements) 

 

Maria:       Right, you're up next Ida – lead us on! (They stand together excitedly, ready to join   

                   their voices in song) 

 

Voices:       Saints Benedict and Mark; 

                   They brought so many people, 

                   Out of the dark. 

                   Catholic or Methodist; 

                   It didn't matter, 

                   They came to batter -  

                   The Gate to Ignorance Park. 

 

                   Saints Benedict and Mark; 

                   They brought so many people, 

                   Out of the shadow. 

                   Christian or Agnostic; 

                   It didn't matter, 

                   They came to shatter-  

                   The Fort of Aspiration Low. 

 

Ida:            Here came Pixley Seme 

Richard:    From South Africa. 

Ida:            From Howard University 

Charlotta: Kelly Miller. 

Ida:            Elder John Bruce 

Maria:       AKA ''Bruce Grit'' 

Ida:            And Adam Powell 

Richard:   The Abyssinian Baptist 

 

Voices:       Saints Benedict and Mark; 

                   You brought so many people, 

                   Out of the dark. 

 

Ida:            Yes People! We're beginning to blend! Do you feel good? (There is a general  



                   affirmation). A bit more focus on the last three lines – and we're more or less ready to  

                   go! Remembering to elongate the last word, second line – and a melodic emphasis on  

                   the last line. Let's try that last verse again. 

 

Voices:       Saints Benedict and Mark; 

                   You brought so many people.......... 

                   Out of the dark. 

 

Ida:            Good! Much better. Once more please, raising the pitch higher on dark, with a little  

                   elongation. Da-rrrrk 

 

Voices:       Saints Benedict and Mark 

                   You brought so many people........ 

                   Out of the da-rrrrk. 

 

Ida:            Lovely! Much better. (she blows kisses to them) 

 

Richard:    I tell you something Sista Ida, I'm glad you mention Bruce. As well as being an  

                   outstanding journalist-activist, most people don't realise John Bruce was one of the  

                   earliest advocates for African Studies, to be inserted in the national curriculum. When I  

                   think of Bruce Grit, I often think of  Schomberg, the great bibliophile. Just by  

                   mentioning them, we're commemorating  the Negro Society for Historical Research,  

                   which Harrison supported; as well as the mutual respect, between the three of them.  

                   Bruce and Schomberg; the elder and his mentee - one of the great double acts of                     

                   America. 

 

Ida:            Well said Brother Richard! 

 

Charlotta: I agree Sis. We'll be able to inform the audience that alongside Hubert's many talents,  

there was his bibliophilia. I think of him as part of what I call the Collector's Quintet; 

solo and ensemble - featuring Richard Moore, George Young, John Bruce and Arturo 

Schomberg. 

 

Maria:       I don't know about the other three collections. Obviously we know about the Schomberg  

                   - and it's great Harlem connection. But what may not be known, is that Richard Moore  

                   donated his collection to further education, on his home island - to the University of  

                   West Indies, Barbados. I only know because my grandfather was Bajan. 

 

Remembering also, that Richard Moore was one of the younger Caribbean activists, 

who were influenced by Hubert Harrison. That's something this tribute night should 

express. That many followed him, including celebrated figures, such as Asa Randolph 

and Marcus Garvey. I was talking to a Rasta friend the other day, who had heard of 

Hubert Harrison, but didn't realise that he had given Garvey speaking opportunities, 

supported him financially and shared his network with him. He was elated to hear that – 

and of the Harlem inter-Caribbean network, of that time. The more I find out about 

Hubert Harrison, the more I get the impression, that he was a kind of oracle figure, a 

sage, to those guys - to the aforementioned, as well as Wilfred Domingo, Jamaica; Otto 

Huiswoud, Surinam; Cyril Briggs, St. Kitts and Hodge Kirnon, Montserrat. They took to 

the Harlem soapboxes, after being amazed by him, teaching in the streets of Harlem. 

Before Marcus Garvey, we know there was Hubert Harrison. If anyone out there, is 

looking to designate a patron saint of soapbox speakers, surely that title should go to 

Hubert Harrison. 



 

Charlotta: Yes, we should make sure we make reference to his wide reaching influence. Although  

                    it's not alluded to, except by his biographer Jeffery Perry, I think even Du Bois was  

                    somewhat influenced by him. Anyway, that aspect of his mission could follow my little  

                    poem, which is scheduled next........ 

 

 

Enchanted, 

On 125th St. 

Mesmerised, 

On Prospect Avenue. 

Stood where you wanted, 

No negro pew. 

Pulpit of Harrison; 

For blessings anew. 

 

Captivated, 

In Madison Square. 

Magnetized, 

On St. Nicholas Avenue. 

Two hours of flight, 

When Harlem flew. 

Piloted by Harrison; 

Above the New York blue. 

 

 

Charlotta: I know we all have that enduring wish, to have been present, at one of his street  

                   lectures. Imagine that! Like a ceremony in St. Peter's Square. There's that beautiful  

                   eulogy by the novelist Henry Miller, talking of when, as a young man, he heard  

                   Harrison speak in the street. He was entranced by Harrison. Maybe that could follow  

                   these verses of mine. A few paragraphs of homage, from a celebrated writer. 

 

Richard:   Great idea! (with gestures of agreement from the others) 

 

Maria:       Henry Miller was astounded like the rest of us, with the breadth and depth of his  

                   knowledge. How many people do you know, who could lecture on such a wide range of  

                   subject matter? Philosophy, religion, history, politics, science - to name a few. How  

                   many could hold a few thousand spellbound, for two or three hours, in a busy city  

                   street? Yes Charlotta, he did learn to fly, inviting us to accompany him; over the  

                   boundaries, across the borders. 

 

Charlotta: True; he did invite us across the boundary – to a rendezvous with reason. He was a lover  

                   of logic, so he wanted to take us there too. But because of pastor and politician, we  

                   haven't gone as far as him yet. I was just thinking, he would have been brilliant on any  

                   university debating team. He came to sagacity through reason. But for all his erudit ion,  

                   he was a common-sense man. 

 

Richard:   That's why he was able to entrance people for hours. He spoke so they could understand.  

                  So what you should have got in school, you could get in the street – via Hubert Harrison.  

                  In the time of stepladders and soapboxes, he was the first. Before Marcus Garvey, there  

       was Papa Harrison. 

 



Maria:       Going back to what Charlotte just said, about borders and boundaries, we know he  

                   traversed the unknown territories; of agnosticism, free thought, birth control – and  

          socialism. He came back from those journeys, burning to share. But what a heavy mix  

          that must have been, for pre-World War I Black America! He must have blown their  

          minds.! A very heady brew. He was the epitome of the trail blazer;  

          blazing pathways through the minds of Harlem.  

 

Ida:            Talking of brew, would anyone like one? 

 

Maria:       Yes! Tea for me please. 

Charlotta: I'll have some apple juice please. 

Richard:    Coffee for me please. 

 

Ida:            OK, coming right up. 

 

(While Ida is dealing with the requests, Charlotta goes in the direction of the ladies toilet. 

Richard begins to sing the last verse of the song, entitled Out of the Dark. Marie joins in. 

Bringing the juice and a glass in, Ida joins in; working towards a symbiosis of voice. Giving them 

the thumbs up, she exits again. The return of Charlotta, brings further advance to their vocal 

unison. Returning with a tray of cups, milk, sugar and teaspoons, Ida is jubilant at the progress) 
 

                   That's going to be beautiful! Onward Harrison Soldiers.......OK people, dig in. 

 

(The three give their thanks to Ida. Then there is a general spooning, pouring, sipping - mood of 

appreciation) 

 

Maria:       Actually, it's quite apt that we're sat here. Because I'm writing a short dialogue, in such a  

                   setting. Either in an apartment or quite moments in an outside location, like the               

Frederick Douglass Book Centre, founded by Richard Moore. A dialogue, about his 

change from Class First to Race First. From the Socialist Party to the Liberty League. 

About the disappointment with the SP – the New York Local. From being the leading 

Black Socialist, to the leading figure, in the New Negro Movement. To give the 

attendees an idea of his political thought and activism – and metamorphosis. 

                    
Richard:   Well, with that constant fervour for the accumulation of knowledge  he was never  

                   going to be a static figure.   

 

Maria:       True. So it's set in 1917. It's a conversation between Harrison and Chandler Owen. One,  

                   the co-founder of a newspaper, the Messenger, which extolled Socialism – Class First;  

                   the other, the founder of the Voice, first publication of the New Negro Movement – Race  

                   First. It'll be good for the dynamics of the evening, as all the pieces presented so far,  

                   have been in song or poetry. 

 

Charlotta: I hadn't thought of that – good idea Sis. That's the actress/director in you. (nods of 

general agreement) 

 

                   And while we're sitting here, please remember that we need to select the images for the  

backdrops. To give us time to enquire as to permission. Which estate, agency or 

university we need to contact. I was thinking of asking Jeffrey Perry for assistance in 

this manner. You know something – I'm really looking forward to seeing his name under 

the title – as the much deserved dedicatee. Who else could it be? 

 



(She instigates a short round of applause, for Jeffrey Perry) 

 

Maria:       Right then. According to the listing made last week, I'm next! Haikus for Hubert. I'm  

                   going to introduce them by talking about how I read Basho, the Japanese monk, as a  

                   younger women – and had experimented with haikus then. But it was reading the haikus  

                   by Richard Wright, during my pregnancy, that inspired me, to attempt to resume writing  

                   in that style again. 

 

 

Local treasure trove 

Sprinkling gems on the sidewalk 

A golden soapbox 

 

A drifting man stops 

Anchored by the speaking man 

Enchanted harbour 

 

Woman with two bags 

They are feeling lighter now 

Homeward to Harlem 

 

Like an oracle 

A medium to reason 

Truth for the pilgrim 

 

A glow in his face 

Shining in Harlem twilight 

Star amongst the street lamps 

 

 

Ida:            They are beautiful Maria, ethereal. (mutual acknowledgement by others). I've blown up  

                   the page of them I requested from you – printed and framed them. Entitled Haikus for  

                   Hubert, copyrighted by Charlotta Burroughs. They're on the wall, beside the photo of  

                   him, at the Liberty Congress. 

 

Charlotta: Ahhhh. Bless you Sis. (she embraces her, kissing her on the cheek). 

 

Ida:            Least I could do, to share the brilliance of his oratory – and the beautiful way you depict  

                   it. 

 

Charlotta: Ahh Thank you. 

 

Richard:    Listening to Charlotta's poem, reminded me how tough it is; so much to celebrate, so  

                   much to say – yet not wanting to bog people down. What do you put in or leave out. Do  

                   we mention the I.W.W. or his trade unionism? His interaction with Washington or with  

DuBois? We've said we don't want to overload. That in the end, we just want to give an 

introduction to this hero of ours, who we yearn to share. Something well-balanced, that 

will appeal to the general community, as well as the academic. Remembering that we 

agreed that we'd focus on his educational endeavours, rather than the political ones. 

                   

 Anyway, the more we progress; I know we made the right decision to present him in this    

 way – rather than through a lecture or more formal presentation. It's given us more   



 scope to experiment, with inter-generational possibilities – to create a really memorable  

 evening, alongside the guest participants.                  

 

Ida:            (animated)  Ah hah! I knew there was something to say. My beloved nephew, who is  

                   following me into journalism, is in his first year of studies, wrote what you're going to  

                   hear, after I mentioned two months ago, about the idea of a tribute night to Harrison. He  

 partly supports his studies, through singing in student bars – and college and community     

 events. 

(she makes her way to the inhouse CD player – opens, inserts, closes and presses play) 

                    

 

There is the sound of singing, accompanied by jembe drum – a slow, steady rhythm.       

Then there is a drum solo, followed by the resumption of voice and drum..........                   

                   

 

Hubert Harrison, 

Was a free thinker. 

No wool over his eyes, 

No horse blinker. 

 

Every day, 

He parried the blow. 

Paved the way, 

For Marcus Garvey to go. 

 

Hubert Harrison, 

Was a publisher. 

Forbade the adverts, 

For skin lighteners. 

 

He laid a path, 

For the New Negro. 

Paved the way, 

For Marcus Garvey to go. 

 

Hubert Harrison, 

Was a lecturer. 

History, Drama  

Ancient  Africa. 

 

Daily tugboat, 

Ferried us in tow. 

Paved the way, 

For Marcus Garvey to go. 

 

 

Charlotta: Wow! 

Richard:    Brilliant! 

Maria:       It's got my vote. 

 

Ida:            He'll be so happy. Thank you very much. 

Marie:       Don't thank us – thank him! 



 

Richard:    Can we hear it again? (general agreement from others) 

 

Ida:            Of course 

 

Charlotta: Just now, I was focused on the lyrics. Now I want to dance! 

 

Maria:       Believe it! 

 

The recorded song is heard again. They raise themselves to dance, as the jembe rhythm and 

words of praise, move them. 

 

Richard:     Lovely. An easy rocking rhythm. 

 

Ida:            I'm glad you danced. Because George did say that there is the possibility of dance  

                   accompaniment, by a college troupe. He said they've begun working on a piece, which  

                   they can show to us in about month's time. I can’t wait! 

 

Richard:    Me neither 

 

Marie:       It's great having this age group involved. 

 

Charlotta: It's crucial. I'm thinking that it would be good to use these songs in a workshop at  

                   school, using them as a prelude to further research into certain individuals and  

                   organisations. I think my class would go for it. 

 

Richard:    Hey! I was thinking along the same lines, for my work in the youth club. I'll see what  

                   money is around – maybe I could bring you three in also. 

 

Marie:       Talking of that age group, reminds me that a local pastor, who's been researching the  

                   Liberty League, would like to say something about the teaching Hubert  

Harrison gave free, to the White Rose Mission; and other youth working endeavours, 

such as the Coloured YMCA/  YWCA. The weekly sessions at the settlement house to 

young women - many from the South, newly arrived in New York. He wants to talk 

about the bolstering the lonely migrants received, with the potential of themselves – 

founded on a knowledge of Africa. Of his teaching and nurturing, alongside fellow 

journalist-activists, Victoria  Matthews and Alice Dunbar- Nelson. For recognition of his 

youth-focused work, as well as for his more well known teaching, in Adult Education. 

I've said that any short talks, must be fifteen minutes maximum. 

 

Digressing a little - before I forget, I'd like to propose that next week’s meeting should 

be a kind of business meeting. With two months to go, to his April birthday, we need to 

confirm aspects such as publicity and content; tv/radio features; programme sheet; ticket 

price and so forth - not forgetting costing. We don't need to dwell on these things now, 

but next week needs to bring clarification with it. We've all got tasks to complete, so 

let's make our respective roads to conclusion of them. Something to think about.  

 

OK people, according to this, it'll be the youth quiz next! As confirmed, teams of three 

can compete, in their knowledge of the Harlem Renaissance. To be informative and fun. 

Each winning member will receive an inscribed medal and a $30 CD token. By the way, 

is anyone hungry? 

 



Richard:    Yes! 

 

Ida:            I am! 

 

Marie:       Good, because there's baguettes, butter, cheese, tomatoes and  hummus. Help  

                   yourselves. 

 

(Maria, Richard and Ida exit to the kitchen. Charlotta hums He Paved The Way, as she sways) 

 

Ida:            (from the kitchen) Do you want something to drink Sis? 

Charlotta: Yes please. Apple juice. (she continues humming the song)  

 

 

Ida:            For the wonderful Charlotta 

Charlotta: From the brilliant Ida (They laugh and embrace)  

Ida:            Got to get back, before cheese and hummus disappear! 

 

(Charlotta continues to hum, then sings. Now she begins to bob and step, as she drums out on the 

table, something close to what she heard. She is immersed, when the others return, a couple of 

minutes later) 

 

Richard:   I like tomatoes with chickpeas...... 

 

Ida:            Go girl!  

Maria:       Someone's rocking! 

Charlotta: Wow! I was caught up in that (all four laugh) 

 

Marie:       Right people. Let's hope our culinary interlude, will further our creativity. So after the            

quiz, a colleague of Charlotta's, would like to give a short talk about Hubert Harrisons' 

contribution to adult education. As we mention the Harlem lyceums, he said he'll focus 

on the work he undertook, for the People's Educational Forum, New York City College 

and the Ferrer Modern School. 

 

(The doorbell is heard) 

 

Woohoo! I think I know who that is!  

(After pressing the button to open, footsteps are heard - followed by a man carrying a guitar). 

 

Sam:          Hello, greetings everyone. I hope you're all well (spontaneous replies of welcome) 

 

(to Marie) Always good to see you Sis (they share a warm embrace) 

 

Marie:       That's mutual my brother.....OK Harrison Soldiers. This is Sam, a polymath like our  

hero. He's someone that I've worked with in local theatres and nationwide tours. He's 

here tonight to sing a song for Hubert Harrison, which he wrote in a blues style, as he 

thought it'd be more appropriate to the time of  Harrison.  (They all nod and smile, 

anticipation perceptible).  

 

Sam:          Yes, hello everyone. When I bumped into Sista Maria a few weeks ago, and she  

mentioned the evening of homage, I was determined to bring something to the shrine – 

for he's a hero of mine also. In fact, gigs and tours permitting, I'd like to join your club! 

(This statement produces smiles, laughter – and a burst of applause). Thank you. This 



is entitled Hubert Harrison Victory Blues. 

 

 

Opening his case, he removes his instrument, drags up a stool – and after a quick tuning, 

begins...... 

 

 

Got fed up with disease, 

Infecting the SP. 

 Disease entitled prejudice, 

Infecting the SP. 

So I left the party, 

To preserve my dignity. 

 

Jim Crow tries to degrade me, 

But I can't let that be. 

Yes, Jim Crow tries to degrade me, 

You know I can't let that be. 

 I found hope in the Voice -  

And a League called Liberty. 

 

Careful who I take money from, 

 In nobody's pocket. 

Careful who I take money from, 

Cash from an unknown pocket. 

One day give you money -  

Then gouge out your eye socket. 

 

I sing of the New Negro, 

Of what else can I sing? 

I chant ballads of our beauty, 

Of what else should I sing? 

They treat me second class -  

I know I'm an African King. 

 

 

(When he finishes, there is an eruption of exuberance. Applause and ululation, laughter and 

hand claps) 

 

 

Sam:          (talking as he puts away his guitar) Thank you, thank you very much. Would like to  

stay longer, but I've got to soundcheck for a gig later. Hope to see you at the next 

meeting. Bless you, Harrison Soldiers – looking forward to marching alongside you. He 

places his right hand on his left breast, bows his head – turns and walks out. 

 

(They offer gratitude and call blessings, as he walks away) 

 

Marie:       Well people, how's that for a surprise? 

 

Richard:    Wonderful! 

Ida:            Perfect! 

 



Charlotta: I agree. Lucky you Maria, to work with such creative figures. 

 

Maria:       Yes, I'm truly blessed.......Right, before the final bit, there's the presentation of the  

Hubert Harrison Club Youth Journalism Award. In recognition of his journalistic 

eminence. I've never counted, but our man must have written for at least a dozen 

newspapers and journals – and edited at least three, including the Negro World. 

Anyway, as you know, schools, youth clubs, community and family centres, youth 

custody and colleges have been notified. The first recipient of this award, will be the 

one judged to have written the best article on Hubert Harrison. We agreed sometime ago 

to give the winning individual a small, inscribed trophy, a copy of his biography, $50 

CD token – and the award winning article, published in the local press. Can't wait for 

that!......So, as it began, so shall it finish – with us. As decided, we conclude with a 

statement about the need to read, by Hubert Harrison, which one of us will read. Then 

we finish, with each one of us reading an accolade - so take your pick! So many praised 

him. We've already had one from Henry Miller; but as you know there's Joel Augustus 

Rogers, John H. Jackson, William Pickens, Hodge Kirnon, Richard Moore and so on 

and so on. Then a short interlude, followed by the DJs and later the band: an inter-

generational concoction. 

 

Anyway, thank you for making these weekly sessions, where formally we met monthly. 

Bless you for time given. For this short season of sowing - I know there'll be long years 

of reaping to come. 

 

May I just suggest that as a parting gesture, we all hold hands and sing Out of the Dark 

together. He brought so may people out of the dark; together, we'll help to bring him out 

of the dark. It's a shame to think that someone who brought so much light, remains in 

the dark. Onward Harrison Soldiers (there are happy affirmations, of continued 

allegiance)  
 

( Hands held, they sing in joyful camaraderie. After the singing, they salute, hug and kiss each 

other – then exit, bubbling in contentment) 
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